Interest in Lie superalgebras, motivated mainly by problems in homotopy theory and particle physics, dates back to the early 60's. As a natural generalization of Lie algebras, Lie superalgebras appear to be promising as an ingredient of unified field theories currently under investigation. They are also interesting from a purely mathematical point of view, their enveloping algebras providing a varied and rich class of associative algebras.
In this paper we will give a brief review of well-known facts about Lie superalgebras and their enveloping algebras; in doing so we will concentrate on those results that seem to be of greatest use for ring-theoretical considerations. We will then present some new results, in the hope that they may eventually have a bearing on representation theory of Lie superalgebras.
Sections 1 and 2 contain notation, definitions and examples of Lie superalgebras and their enveloping algebras. In particular, we give an example of an enveloping algebra whose nilpotent radical is non-zero. In §3 we give some elementary results involving ideals and radicals of an enveloping algebra; we also prove at that point that in several important cases the enveloping algebra has infinite global dimension. In §4 we concentrate on the existence of an Artinian full quotient ring and on the non-commutaitve extension of Hubert's Nullstellensatz. Section 5 describes the Joseph-Small additivity principle for enveloping algebras, and gives an application of that formula to certain primitive ideals. It also contains Harish-Chandra's theorem generalized to the class of Lie superalgebras. Finally, in §6, we list several unresolved problems which, in our opinion, deserve considerable attention and indicate possible direction of further study of enveloping algebras.
P(.)-(J _•) and
Finally, let φ be the bilinear symmetric mapping from V X V into L o given by φ(g, Λ) = e + / and φ(g, g) = φ( A, A) = 0. Setting I = L o θF, we can define multiplication on L as follows:
[*,>>]:= p(x)(y) foΐχ£ΞL 0 , y <Ξ V and [x, j;] := φ (x, y) for x, y e F.
It is easy to verify that L is a Lie superalgebra, usually denoted by
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The above example illustrates the fact that in general a Lie superalgebra essentially consists of: a Lie algebra L o , a finite dimensional representation (p, V) of L o and a suitably chosen bilinear symmetric mapping φ: V X V -» L o (the conditions that must be imposed on φ are explicitly stated in [Sch] ).
We will now describe another natural way of constructing Lie superalgebras. If A = A o Θ A λ is an associative superalgebra, we will declare that for x e A a9 y e A h (a, b e {0,1}) [x, 7] := xy - (-\) ab yx. When this operation is extended by linearity, A becomes a Lie superalgebra. One important special case of this process is the situation in which A = M r {k), the algebra of all r X r matrices over the field k. Let r = m + n for some non-negative integers m and n, and let ijr = 0 lor 1 < i < m, m + 1 < j < r and for m + 1 < i < r, 1 < j < m}, ιy = 0 for 1 < i < m, 1 <j<m and for m + 1 < i < r, m + 1 < j < r} or, symbolically /* 0\ /0 * i4 0 = I and ^i = L Q By applying the above "super commutator" construction to A we obtain the general linear Lie superalgebra pl(m, n) (see [Sch] .) Simple Lie superalgebras, which are of particular interest from the standpoint of representation theory, have been completely classified in [K] . Their list, along with the most widely used notation to which we will henceforth adhere, can also be found in [Sch] .
2. Enveloping superalgebras. Let L be a Lie superalgebra over the field k y and let U be an associative fc-algebra with 1. U, together with a linear map σ: L -» U is a universal enveloping algebra of L if (i) for any x e L a9 y e L 6 (α, 6 e {0,1}),
(ϋ) for any associative /:-algebra J7' with 1 and a /^-linear map o f \L -* U f which satisfies (i), there is a unique algebra homomorphism r: U -» CT with r(l) = 1 and r o σ = σ \ It is well known (see eg. [Ro] ) that a universal enveloping algebra of L can be realized as a quotient of the tensor algebra T(L) modulo the two-sided ideal / generated in T(L) by all elements of the form
, where x e L β , jGL fe and α,K {0,1). If σ denotes the natural mapping L -> Γ(L) -> T{L)/I = [/, then the pair (I/, σ) is a universal enveloping algebra of L. We refer to (£/, σ) as //*£ enveloping algebra of L, denoting it by U(L).
From this point on we will be considering only finite dimensional Lie superalgebras. In order to simplify notation, we will now quote a result which is in fact a corollary to the next theorem.
Therefore we can identify elements of L with their images under σ. We will also use juxtaposition, rather than Θ, to denote multiplication in U(L). The following generalization of the Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt theorem describes the structure of U(L) as a vector space. is a basis ofU(L).
, which gives an early indication of significant differences between U(L) and U(L 0 )-the latter never containing any zero divisors.
Another important characteristic of U(L) is the fact that it can be filtered by the following ascending chain of its subspaces: £/(JL) (z) , and for any
We can now form the associated graded algebra of U(L), which is defined as the Λ>direct sum
with multiplication given by 
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The following result, which can be found in [Sch] , is easy but useful. Xj] , which hold in both U(L 0 ) and £/(L), make it easy to verify that the vector space isomorphism mentioned above is in fact an algebra isomorphism, which proves the first assertion.
Since there are exactly 2 n monomials y? 1 -y*» (^, = 0 or 1), they can be labeled All structure constants of l/(X) can now be derived from the above data.
A laborious but straightforward computation shows that U(L) is a prime ring-even though it has many zero-divisors. However, in general an enveloping algebra of a Lie superalgebra need not even be semiprime, which is the main point of the next example.
EXAMPLE 2. We will consider the 7-dimensional subspace of M 4 (k)
with basis x x = -e n + e 22 + £33 + £44* *2 This shows that / is a two-sided ideal of U. Moreover, since IY n = (0) and IY 15 = (0), it follows that I 2 = (0) so that the nilpotent radical of U is non-zero, while an enveloping algebra of a Lie algebra is always not only a prime ring, but even a semiprimitive one.
We will now recall the role that the ring-theoretic structure of U(L) plays in the representation theory of L.
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A representation of a Lie superalgebra I is a A>linear map p of L into the space of endomorphisms of a vector space W 9 for which 
Thus the study of representations of a Lie superalgebra L is equivalent to the investigation of modules over the ring U(L). In particular, irreducible representations of L are equivalent to simple ί/(L)-modules. This in turn motivates our interest in primitive ideals of ί/(L), which will be evident in the following sections.
Elementary properties of the algebra U(L).
As in the proof of Proposition 2.2, we will fix an ordered basis {x l9 ..., we obtain 1 = a r x § + +αx r _ 1 e yl, which shows that A = 1%.
(
. If x is any element of J7 0 ', then (1 -ax) is right invertible in U\ or (1 -ax)U' = ί/Λ But then by (i) we have (1 -αx)£/ 0 ' = UQ, i.e. (1 -ax) is right invertible in UQ. It follows that a e/(i/ 0 '). D
We will now note an easy consequence of Proposition 2.2, which deals with dimension GK (Gelfand-Kirillov dimension) and K.dim (classical Krull dimension).
Proof, (i) It follows from §2 that there is a filtration of U such that
By [KL, Lemma 3 .10] we have GK(Gr(ί/)) = m, while [BK] implies that GK(U) = GK(Gr(ί/)).
(ii) By [BK] 
It should be remarked here that the frequently considered relations between prime and primitive ideals of U o and U (e.g. "lying over", "going up", cutting down") pose serious problems in the situation at hand. To the best of our knowledge, the question whether a prime ideal of U intersected with U o must be prime (or even semiprime) in t/ 0 , has not been answered yet. This is also the case with a number of related questions, some of which are listed in §6. Apart from a partial answer in a special case (Proposition 5.2), we have been able to prove only the following fact:
PROPOSITION 4 (Incomparability). Let Abe a subring of B such that the right A-module B is finitely generated and let A be right Noetherian. For any prime ideal P of A and any pair of prime ideals Q v Q 2 of B satisfying
Proof. Let A' = A/P and B' = B/Q x -both being right Noetherian. Assume that Q λ Φ Q 2 and let Q = Q 2 /Q v Q, as a non-zero ideal of the prime ring B\ contains a right regular element. Then [KL, Proposition 3.15] It should be reiterated that it is not known to us whether such prime ideals of U exist at all! So far we made no mention of the third important dimension function, gl.dim(ί/). The reason why it was left out of Proposition 3 is that it behaves in a significantly different way than either Krull or GK dimension, as we shall see shortly. A reasoning fashioned after [AL] implies that finiteness of gl.dim([/) is closely linked with a property considered in §2, namely with the existence of those non-zero elements x of L, for which [JC, x] = 0. The remainder of this section will be devoted to proving that such elements always exist in the case when L is a classical simple Lie superalgebra. In what follows, we will list all such superalgebras (following [Sch] ), exhibiting in each of them a non-zero element x with [x,x] = 0. We will assume here that k is an algebraically closed field. Without further explanation we will often represent elements of pl(m, n) as block matrices of the form ).
implies GK(£') < GK(B'/Q). However, both B f and B'/Q are finitely generated as right ^'-modules, so that by [KL, Proposition 5.5] we have GK(B') = GK(A') = GK(B'/Q). This contradiction proves that

BeM m Jk),
and D e M n {k).
We note that if x is an odd element of the above form then A = D = 0 and 0 0
We will denote the r X r identity matrix by I r . We now continue our list considering those classical simple Lie superalgebras which do not arise as subquotients of pl(m,n). The last three cases cover the remaining (exceptional) simple superalgebras.
Case 6. L = Γ(σ 1? σ 2 , σ 3 ), σ, # 0, σ x 4-σ 2 + σ 3 = 0. For any element JC = x λ ® x 2 <8> JC 3 of the standard basis of L x (see [Sch] for a detailed definition of this family of algebras) the bracket [JC, JC] is given by a linear combination of terms which all contain a factor Ψ(x,x) 9 where Ψ is a certain skew-symmetric bilinear form. It follows that [x, x] the charge conjugation ' matrix in R 7 (see [P] .)
It follows that [x, x] = 0 for JC being any vector in that basis of L v Using terminology of [AL] we can now conclude that if L is a classical simple Lie superalgebra over any field k, then L is not absolutely torsion free. PROPOSITION 5. If U is the enveloping algebra of a classical simple Lie superalgebra then gl.dim(t/) = oo.
Proof {cf. [AL] , Proposition 1.8). Let x Φ 0 be an element of L λ for which [JC, x] = 0. The one-dimensional subspace k x of L is an abelian subalgebra of L, whose enveloping algebra V = U(k x) c U has infinite global dimension. It follows from Theorem 2.1 that U is free over F, so that any projective CT-module is also projective over V. This shows that gl.dim(t/) =oo. D
Rings of quotients and Hubert's Nullstellensatz.
It is well known that U(L Q ), as a prime Noetherian ring, can be embedded in an Artinian simple full ring of quotients (see e.g. [Go] ). Even though U(L) is, in general, not even semiprime (cf. Example 2.2), it turns out that it also possesses an Artinian full quotient ring-but of course not always a semisimple one. The technique employed here in proving this result has been used quite frequently and in many variants, e.g. in [Bo] . THEOREM 
Let A be a Noetherian ring with an Artinian full quotient ring, and let B be a ring containing A in such a way that B is finitely generated as a left and right A-module. If every regular element of A remains regular in B, then B has an Artinian full ring of quotients.
Proof. Let T be the set of all regular elements of A. We will show that by attaching formally inverses of elements from T to the ring B we obtain an Artinian ring in which all regular elements of B are invertible as well.
Let A τ denote the full quotient ring of A. Define B τ to be the tensor product B ® A A T , which clearly is a finitely generated right A^ module. It consists of elements of the form b ® ί" 1 , where b e B and t e T (see e.g. [St, Proposition II.3.2]). Since A τ is right Artinian, B τ is an Artinian module.
We will now prove that T is an Ore set in the ring B. Given any t e T let φ / be the endomorphism of the right A -module B defined by ψ t (b) := tb. By [St, Proposition Π.3.5] , A τ is flat as a left ^(-module. This implies that the extension γ, := φ, Θ id is an injective endomorphism of B ® A τ . But B τ is Artinian, and hence y t is also surjective. If Q is a prime ideal of B then P = Q Π A is not, in general, prime in A. However, the set of those prime ideals I of A which are minimal with respect to P c J, is finite. Their intersection is the smallest semiprime ideal of A which contains P. In the remainder of this section we will preserve the notation used above, with I V ...,I S denoting all the distinct prime ideals of A minimal over P. We will now present an approach, originated in [JS] , to the question of relationship between the ideals P and Q. 
and, as such, is Noetherian itself. Therefore the extension in question is restricted. Moreover, by Proposition 3.3(i), GK(ί/(L)) < oo and all hypotheses of [Bo, Theorem 7.2] are satisfied.
We will now note that under certain special circumstances the additivity principle can be used to relate simple ί/(L)-modules with simple ί/(L 0 )-modules, which in turn may provide a way of classifying irreducible representations of L in terms of the better known irreducible representations of L o . This is the motivation for the next result. PROPOSITION 
Let Q be a prime ideal of U(L
Pi c P c n/,.. Hence for every i = 1,..., s the product P n P n _ λ -" P τ is contained in the prime ideal /,.. Therefore there is an integer j (1 <j < n) for which Pj c /.. Obviously, P c Py 9 moreover, P y is primitive, and hence prime. It follows from minimality of /,. that Pj = /" which proves the assertion. D
It should be pointed out here that the Proposition applies, in particular, to the situation when Q is an annihilator of a finite-dimensional simple [/(L)-module M, which of course will have finite composition length as a ί/(L 0 )-module.
Our last result will be a generalization of the well known theorem obtained for Lie algebras by Harish-Chandra. Let us now consider a non-zero x e £/ again. By the above we can find a right ideal J oΐ U which has finite codimension and does not contain x. U/J is then a finite-dimensional right [/-module. If / = Ann v { U/J), x £ /-otherwise we would have Ux Q J and x e /. £/// is also a finite-dimensional faithful right [///-module, so that U/I can be embedded in the finite-dimensional vector space Έnά k {U/J). Therefore / is a two-sided ideal of finite codimension, not containing JC. D
6. Some open questions. We conclude with a list of selected problems which the author was unable to solve, and which seem to be important for the understanding of the structure of enveloping superalgebras. In what follows, L is a finite-dimensional Lie superalgebra, Finally, we can ask how often does the situation described in Example 2.2 occur: Question 3. What characterizes, in terms of L, those enveloping algebras for which /(£/) = (0)?
